Creature comforts

Pickle Pocket
This treat dispensing toy has a variety of uses. Stuff it with
kibble and it can reduce boredom and anxiety behaviours.
It’s made from virtually indestructible material so it’s
perfect for powerful chewers. It’s also fun for retrieval
games as it bounces erratically and floats in water.

Diamond Dog
Delicious Cookie
Mixes
From Melbourne based dog bakery,
Diamond Dog comes these easy to mix and
bake cookie mixes. Preservative free, all
natural ingredients and all good for your
dog. The mix comes in yummy flavours—
Chicken Parma, Fruit, Nut & Yoghurt, Roast
Beef & Veges and Tuna Sushi and you’ll get
about 40 biscuits per mix.

ModKat for the Modern Cat
Who says a litter box can’t embrace form as well as
function? The ModKat Litter Boxes modern design
compliments any room, while the enclosed base and
“rooftop access” allows your cat the privacy needed to do
his or her business. Comes in a variety of colours.
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Botanical Hay
for Healthy
Critters
Good quality Timothy Hay
is vital for digestive health
in rabbits and guinea pigs.
Preservative and additive
free Botanical Hay has added
chamomile, lavender, lemon
balm and clover for variety.
Botanical Hay should be mixed
with other grass hays and
contains stems, leaves and
limited seed heads.

Get some
spring in
her step
Nutrience Older-Light cat food is for the aging
feline in your life. Chicken is the main ingredient
and has glucosamine to support healthy joints and
relieve arthritic pain. Nutrience food has no byproducts and no fillers–just honest ingredients.

A lightweight hoodie for
Spring evenings
Be an animal wearing this gorgeous lightweight hoodie
with leopard print and love-heart appliqué.

Swing n’ Fling
Chewball for
bouncy fun

Stockist info:
Pickle Pocket for stockists or supply go to
www.vcaworld.com (02) 8882 7400
ModKat Litter box available from DNC Lifestyle
www.dnclifestyle.com.au
Ox Bow Hay from quality pet and feed stores
Diamond Dog Bakery
www.daimonddog.com.au or call (03) 9596 8444
Swing n’ Fling for stockists or supply go to
www.vcaworld.com (02) 8882 7400
Jess & Co Canine Couture from On All Paws
www.onallpaws.com.au
Nutrience found at all good quality petstores
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Make park and play time even
more fun with the Swing n’
Fling. This bouncy ball of flingy
goodness is easy to toss and
makes for a fun tug toy. Floats in
water too.
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